Fiber cable Installation Instruction

1. Fiber cable acceptance
Cable drum direction must be same as below picture 1a when arrive at your warehouse. Please take photo and send to
us if you find cable drum is packed like picture 1b or broken.

1a）right

1b）wrong
Picture 1 Cable drum packing

2. Fiber cable loading and unloading
Please load and unload cable drum as picture 2a.

2a）right

2b）wrong
Picture 2 Cable load and unload

3. Fiber cable unpacking
Wooden board is nailed on cable drum to protect the fiber cable from damage. Straps is used to fix the cable drum on
the pallet (see picture 3). Operating staffs must wear protective gloves and glasses when removing the nails or straps. (in
case of hurts by nails, wooden board, strap please contact Emergency immediately)

Picture 3 MTE cable packing

4. Check the fiber cable
After removing straps and wooden boards. Please visually check the fiber cable packing. The cable shall be packed
orderly on drum; no multi-layer or overlapping; cable end is fixed on drum side plate; no damage on cable surface. There is
a test report attaching on the surface of each cable drum.
Please take photo and inform us if any discrepancies.

4a)

Right

4b) Wrong

5. Fiber cable installation
Fiber blowing principle:

1st step: load the fiber cable drum on the rack (Picture 5).

Picture 5 Cable drum rack

It is recommended to use a cable drum rack with cones and ball bearings. So that the drum can rotate freely and easily.

2nd step: Micro duct preparing
A given micro duct can be prepared for blow-in in several ways. (This may depend on the requirements of the network
owner). The following two examples are widely used in the industry:
1. A searchable probe of appropriate size can be sent through the micro duct with air pressure. If the probe can
pass, there are no bends that are smaller than the minimum bending radius and there is nowhere the micro duct
is pinched or damaged. In case the probe does not pass (stuck) the problematic site can be searched electrically.
2. A more immediate method is to send one or more sponges through the micro duct. Please read more about this
method in step 4 b.

3rd step: Crash test
Before using a new fiber cable type, it is recommended to perform a crash test to determine the maximum load the fiber
cable can be applied from the blowing machine. This is done by deliberately blocking a short piece of the current micro
duct. The cable is blown in the usual way. When it stops at the blockade, the pressure increases with the machine until the
cable breaks. The breaking point is noted and all future blowing with this cable must be performed below the maximum
values (Oil pressure, air pressure, torque) to avoid damage to the fiber cable.

4th step: Cable installation
a） Cable goes from the drum rack and then into the blowing machine. Install a blow tip on cable end if necessary, before
cable enters into micro duct.
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+

Put one sponge and some lubrication (the amount will depend on duct diameter and blow length) and then another
sponge into the micro duct,
b） After sponges and lubricant, the cable is inserted about a finger length into the micro duct.
c） Lock the cable in the blower (so it will not be blown back). Now give the full / maximum air pressure available in
the duct so that the lubricant is sent through the duct along with the sponges. Note that both sponges come out
from the opposite end (preferably mount a catch unit). If the duct is perfect, the blow speed for the sponges shall
be around 100 meter per second.
d） When the sponges are found to come out, release the pressure from the duct. When the pressure has
disappeared, the cable is released, and the blower is started up with the introduction of the cable at the preferred
speed without any air pressure supply at all. As the cable begins to twist in the duct / chop slightly, compressed air
is gradually added. Only the amount that causes the cable to calm down is necessary. During the whole fiber
blowing, the air pressure increases as the aforementioned phenomenon occurs. When there is no more air
pressure available, the feed speed is lowered until the cable is at rest again. Do not push the cable more than the
value from the crash test result.

e） Don’t set blowing speed too fast, it is very important that the cable in the micro duct is keept straight instead of go
in spiral. You might be able to check the cable status through the micro duct just in front of the blow machine.

f） Micro duct size for different cable as below
Fiber

Product name

Cable diameter

Minimum duct inner diameter

2-12

MTE cable

Ø2.5mm

3.5 mm

24

MTE cable

Ø2.8mm

4 mm

Fiber

Product name

Cable diameter

Minimum duct inner diameter

96

96f micro cable

Ø6.2mm

8mm

144

144 Micro cable

Ø7.9mm

10mm

192

192 micro cable

Ø7.9mm

10mm

count

count

5th Open the cable at the end
I)
II)

Coil the cable as you need
At the end of cable, use the HF tools Ms-6 split 100mm cable jacket find the ripcord. And then
use the ripcord to open the cable for about 2 meters.

2.9-3.6 for both MTE 2.5 and 2.8

III)

Remove the jacket
Keep the aramid yarn for strength relief if needed

IV)

Remove the tubing material
Please use a proper fiber tube cutter or alike to cut the tubing material only, the fibers inside shall have no damage

the size of the loose tubes are:
2.2mm loose for Ø=2.5mm cable

2.5mm loose for Ø=2.7mm cable

V)

Wipe jelly off the fiber

VI)
VII)

Use cleaning tissue to clean the fiber
Coil the fibers in the splicing box.

NOTES:
Minimum loose tube bending diameter 100mm

Do not bend the loose tube with sharp angles

Optimized sizes for duct/pipe used for air blown cables.
When using air blown cable you will experience that the duct (r =inside Ø) and fiber cables (R=outside
Ø) have to be optimized towards each other.
Typical the ratio r*r/ R*R = 0,5-0,7 gives the best performance of blowing fiber cables into a fiber duct,
below this ratio is made in graphical expression:

HF’s air blown cables
The ducts sizes are very often regulated in size after industrial and/or national standards, this force
the cable manufactures to design the cables to fit into the ducts – following the rules of size according
to the diameter for the ducts – HF’s has designed a complete range of fiber cables which optimizes
the numbers of fibers but at the same time reduces the diameter of the fiber cables so that they can
fit into the standard ducts/pipes. F.ex. has HF a 144-fiber cable with a size of 6 mm – this cable is
optimized for an 8/10 duct or a 288 fiber cable with a size of 8 mm – this cable is optimized for an
10/14 ducts. See below figure…

